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‘We believe that before we get the message out, we have to get the message right. And we turn 

toward the academics as generators of that insight.’  

--Deana Arsenian, Carnegie Corporation of New York 

1 What is The University Consortium?  

 – A unique and enriching opportunity for advanced students and an important 

contribution to Russia-West dialogue and understanding 

 

Addressing the decline in Western academic expertise regarding Russia and the recent sharp 

deterioration of Russia-West relations, six universities in the United States, Europe and Russia 

– the Moscow State Institute for International Relations (MGIMO), National Research 

University - Higher School of Economics in Moscow (HSE), St Antony’s College at the 

University of Oxford, Freie Universität in Berlin, The Harriman Institute at Columbia 

University, The Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies at Harvard University – have 

formed a unique academic venture, called the ‘University Consortium (UC).’ This exceptional 

exchange programme pools the strengths of its six partners and jointly trains a new generation 

of students, future faculty and potential policy-makers across all three regions. Our inter-

regional academic network promotes training, research, engagement and policy outreach on 

Euro-Atlantic issues critical to addressing the crisis in Russia-West relations. Thanks to the 

vision and generosity of the Carnegie Corporation of New York (our funding body) and to the 

logistical support of St Antony’s College, Oxford (our host institution), the Consortium offers 

extraordinary educational, travel and research opportunities for advanced students and faculty. 

 

Together, our six universities aim to build a new, distinct Euro-Atlantic network of students 

and faculty who will gain greater mutual understanding through intensive engagement with 

each other across three geographic regions. Through our joint research, teaching and student 

and faculty exchanges, the University Consortium will shed constructive, new light on the 

competing narratives that divide Russia and the West, particularly on the sources (domestic and 

international, material and ideational) of those divisions. And, in the process, we seek to 

identify potential areas of common ground and to generate innovative and accessible policy-

oriented ideas to enhance the prospect for renewed Euro-Atlantic cooperation that is 

indispensable for tackling the increasingly difficult global challenges of the 21
st
 century. 
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With these goals in mind, our Consortium has devised innovative new ways to supplement 

traditional academic training for future generations of American, European and Russian 

academics, policy-makers, journalists and other elites.   

 

Join our network! We are recruiting engaged and concerned students/faculty from our six 

member-institutions to join the University Consortium. By becoming an active member of the 

University Consortium and its network of students and faculty, you will gain opportunities for 

extraordinary academic travel and exchange experience, intellectual growth and access to new 

research resources.  

 

 

2 Quick Look at The University Consortium’s Core Activities  

2.1 Consortium Modules –A week-long travel week to a UC member university. Earn the 

chance to become a Consortium Fellow. Our Fellows are students chosen to embark on a 

Consortium Module offering immersion in a new academic environment, exposure to 

different perspectives, participation in our student webinars, opportunities for collaborative 

projects and dedicated time for new research. Any graduate student (advanced Master’s or 

PhD students) from a Consortium member-university, whose topic relates to Euro-Atlantic 

issues, has the chance to become a Consortium Fellow, offering this all-expenses paid travel 

week to another UC institution with the benefit of intensive education, exchange and research.  

 

During the Module, each Consortium Fellow travels to the host institution where he/she is 

joined by students from three other UC universities, as well as by a Visiting Lecturer from a 

fourth UC university. The Consortium Fellows, along with students and faculty from the host 

institution, participate in short courses and seminars taught by the UC’s Visiting Lecturer. In 

addition, s/he participates in selected courses at the host institution, and offers a presentation 

about his/her topic to the host institution in the form of a webinar, streamed online to our 

other UC member-universities.  Finally, the Module week offers each Consortium Fellow and 

Visiting Lecturer dedicated time for research and interviews at the host institution and its city. 

The UC Principal at your university welcomes applications. 

2.2 Annual conferences in Moscow (2016) and New York (2017) will bring together UC 

students, faculty and interested policy-elites in order to consummate the year’s work and 

inspire further collective cooperation and publication. The UC Principal at your university 

welcomes applications to travel to our Annual Conferences.  

2.3 A Joint-Research Grant Program is available to fund and encourage research trips to 

promote joint – especially inter-regional – research projects (for publication and/or web 

posting) among any of our members, including UC faculty, advanced graduate or post-doc 

students and policy-elites. The University Consortium welcomes applicants recommended by 

their respective UC Principals.  

2.4 Internal Lecture and Seminar Program is aimed at increasing the numbers of lectures and 

seminars at each of our Consortium member universities on Euro-Atlantic related issues. 
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These lectures, benefiting both students and faculty, supplement your university’s regular 

curriculum in order to support the work being done inside individual institutions, which in 

turn strengthens the work being done among our institutions. 

3 The University Consortium’s Mission 
 

At the core of the University Consortium’s mission lies a shared belief in the long-term 

intellectual and political value of academic exchange. By bringing young scholars together in 

inter-regional, sustained dialogue about the core questions dividing us, we hope to influence 

the direction and content of learning and political thinking across all three regions. 

 

Some of the real-world questions that concern us include: How did we arrive at this crisis point 

in relations between the West and Russia, and what are the deeper causes of competing 

narratives, deep divisions and mistrust within the greater Euro-Atlantic area that stretches from 

North America to Russia? How do key actors understand the ‘rules of the game’ in 

international politics today and to what degree is there scope for inter-regional cooperation on 

common interests? In short, how can we generate the kind of genuine, inter-regional dialogue 

that has been deficient for over two decades?   

 

Focus: The Consortium is academic rather than policy oriented. It privileges intensive 

Master’s, PhD and faculty-level research topics and themes, which specifically concern the 

Euro-Atlantic area. These topics and themes bear on strategic policy questions and thinking, 

but Consortium research and discussion are not concerned with short-term policy issues.  

 

Scope: The University Consortium serves advanced Master’s, Doctoral/post-Doctoral students 

and interested faculty and associated policy-elites or officials whose research  interests connect 

to themes and regions within the Euro-Atlantic area, as well as external  themes and 

regions of direct concern, especially the Asia-Pacific region and the Islamic south. 

 

Means: We use innovative, virtual or blended-teaching means, such as webinars and streamed 

lectures, as well as traditional inter-university workshops and conferences to develop ideas and 

promote better mutual understanding between US, EU, and Eurasian Union students and 

faculty. 

4 The University Consortium’s End-Goals 
 

1. We seek to generate a substantive dialogue that creates a ‘space’ for productive 

discussion of contemporary international affairs, and especially of European security. 

While grappling with real differences, this dialogue eschews the increasingly polarized and 

antagonistic spirit of much of the public debate. The creation of this space for dialogue is 

reflected in expert/faculty discussions and exchanges, in direct and virtual meetings between 

students, and in the dialogue between academics and even policy-oriented elites.  
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2. The University Consortium’s programmes enable a significant degree of direct exchange 

and exposure among groups of advanced students and post-Docs in Consortium 

countries at a time when such opportunities between Russian and Western universities are 

narrowing and young people are being exposed to a narrower and more politicized range of 

perspectives in the media, student societies and think tanks.  

3. We seek to enhance the training of a new pool of scholars across all three regions within 

an intellectual environment of immersion and engagement. 

4. In addition, our University Consortium scholars seek to form a lasting UC Network, 

enabling students across the UC to discover or connect with each other. The UC network, 

posted on our website (hosted by St Antony’s College with links to it at our five other 

member universities and the ELN) contains biographies of all UC members (students and 

faculty alike), their contact details and an abstract about their topic or speciality. Whether 

students are first year, second year or UC alumni, they can get into touch with each other. In 

addition, the UC Administration will deliberately reach out to the entire network with email 

notifications after every Consortium Module and Annual Conference and every time there is a 

new on-line post or publication.  

5. Our network of students and faculty will contribute to informed debate among wider policy 

communities on the prospects and challenges for Euro-Atlantic cooperation through our 

Annual Conferences and associated output drawing together specialists and practitioners 

6. UC students and faculty seek to generate tangible output enhanced by or resulting from UC 

exchanges, including articles (possibly jointly written), blog posts and policy-memos by 

faculty and/or students. 

5 Our Conceptual Framework 
 

Overview: Our project is divided into two thematic, interconnected years. In the first year, we 

will focus on the past, analyzing the evolution and sources of opposing and differing narratives 

across our three regions. In the second year, we will stress the present, examining current 

differences and commonalities in our understandings of international rules and norms, our 

respective national interests and our own nation’s goals for relations with each other. During 

both of these years, we expect a degree of thematic overlap. Though our two annual themes act 

as conceptual guidelines, we encourage thinking that builds on work already done in the 

previous year or intersects with work to be achieved in the following year. Both Annual 

Conferences will culminate with a focus on the future. Using what we learned that year, we 

will identify common points for Russia-West cooperation in years to come. If, as we hope, we 

can continue our Consortium, our third year would concentrate on the future of the Euro-

Atlantic area. In that third year, we would harness our accumulated knowledge over the two 

previous years in order to identify common interests and devise a joint five-year strategic plan 

of where we believe our international relations should go.  

 

First year: historical. How did the Euro-Atlantic area get to this crisis point?  Researchers 

from all three regions will identify, deconstruct and analyze the various strands of the 

competing narratives between Russia and the West about the Ukraine Crisis and the history of 
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the last 25 years. Through joint training, collaborative research and international exchange, 

students and faculty will gain deeper mutual understanding in order to shed new light on these 

competing narratives, especially on the multiple internal and external factors driving them. 

 

Second year: present-day. More thematically focused, this second year will examine 

diverging interests, values, understandings and perceptions between Russia and the West, as 

well as between the US and the EU. It will analyze competing positions regarding the rules and 

accepted practices of international behavior, and will consider understandings of these issues 

from inside and outside the Euro-Atlantic area. How do Russia, the EU and the US interpret the 

‘rules of the game?’ What about the BRICS and SCO countries, and how are their 

understandings of the rule-making order affecting the inter-regional Euro-Atlantic debate? How 

might Russia and the EU/US find common ground for cooperation in areas of mutual interest in 

order to address successfully the global challenges of the 21
st
 century? Experts from outside the 

Euro-Atlantic region may be brought in to address these questions. 

  

Topics for study within our thematic frameworks. Clearly, the unifying themes for these 

events will correspond to our annual themes. For the first year, for example, the theme for all 

our meetings will be historical: unpacking competing narratives. These annual themes are 

conceptual guides only, and in no way will act as artificial constraints or intellectual brakes on 

good UC work that may overlap with another year’s theme. Similarly, it would be premature to 

assign precise research topics beneath this intellectual umbrella. Much will depend upon what 

specific issues researchers/experts and our students take up, but the umbrella framework and 

the two annual themes are attractive and broad enough to include a broad array of topics. In 

short, intellectual freedom will be the over-arching guiding principle, so long as the topic fits 

within the UC’s general area of Euro-Atlantic concern and relates back in some way to the 

annual theme. 

6 Detailed Look At Our Core Activities  
 

6.1 Consortium Modules: The Instruction Manual 

Each Module consists of a seven-night trip by five UC members (one teacher and four graduate 

students) from five different universities to a sixth institution to pursue inter-regional teaching, 

learning and research [for ‘Module Schedule’, see Appendix 1].  

 

In fact, our Modules are a compact and dynamic symbol of everything we represent. They foster 

effective engagement and offer intensive training through repeated immersion and exposure at 

both intellectual and cultural levels. Given that they assemble representatives of five different 

UC universities for one whole week, and that they rely on blended learning techniques – that is, 

selected classes and seminars broadcast to all UC members via webinars – their impact will 

extend beyond the host-university. 

 

We offer two Modules per year, one in the fall and one in the winter or spring. In total, each 
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university will be represented at each Module: four UC universities will host a Consortium 

Module; four UC universities will send a teacher to another institution, while all six universities 

will send graduate students to participate in Modules. The participating student will be chosen 

via an internal, competitive process held by his/her own university to become their 

representative “Consortium Fellow” at the Module.  

 

 A sketch of how Consortium Modules work: 

A. One faculty member from one of our six UC universities will travel to another UC 

university (the host university) where he/she will spend seven nights. Besides faculty, 

post-Doctoral candidates are also eligible for selection as the Visiting Lecturer for a 

Consortium Module, entitling him or her to teaching experience, immersion at a UC 

university in a different geographic region and dedicated research time at that UC 

location. This Visiting Lecturer will be accompanied by four advanced graduate students 

(called ‘Consortium Fellows’) who all come from different UC universities, but not that 

of the host institution or the faculty member. (For example, a faculty member from HSE 

would go to Columbia for a week, accompanied by four Consortium Fellows from Freie, 

MGIMO, Oxford and Harvard.)  

 

B. The visiting faculty member teaches short-courses and seminars for at least 18 solid 

‘contact hours’ of his seven-night stay at his host university. Teaching-centered 

activities here include lectures, seminars, expert debates and/or discussion groups. 

Throughout the week, visiting faculty hold office hours, give interviews to students, 

advise any interested host-students and chair the Student Webinar, which is also part of 

the Consortium Module week. Where possible for the host institution, this visiting 

teacher co-teaches an existing class with a host professor. Or he may also offer a public 

conversation or debate with a faculty member. Working closely with the host faculty in 

this way over the course of the week offers possible opportunities to get to know each 

other and explore possibilities for joint research, op-eds or publications. Any faculty 

member or Post-Doctoral applicant who seeks to become a Visiting Lecturer should 

apply to his/her respective UC Principal. 

C. The visiting students, ‘Consortium Fellows’: During this intensive week, the four 

visiting graduate students also attend the visiting faculty lecturer’s classes and seminars 

in order to learn, animate class discussion, and interact with host-students.  In addition, 

these ‘Consortium Fellows’ are expected to attend other host-institution courses, where 

appropriate. Finally, the visiting students present their own work (possibly based on 

their Master’s or Doctoral thesis research) to the host-students at a ‘Student Webinar,’ 

chaired by two faculty-members – the Visiting Lecturer and the UC faculty-host and/or 

UC Principal – and transmitted via the Web to the other five institutions. 

i. How are students chosen to travel as part of a Module? Consortium Fellows 

are selected by their home institutions, based on the relevance of their work to 

Euro-Atlantic issues, and the stage and quality of their research. To be eligible to 

become a Consortium Fellow and embark on a Module trip, all candidates are 
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required to submit three things to their institution’s UC Principal or UC faculty 

leader – first, a 3-4 page summary of his/her research topic; second, an abstract 

of that work to be posted on the UC webpage; and third, his/her research 

objectives (including a list of desired interviews) for the trip. From there, the UC 

Principal and faculty leader of his/her university will select the most competitive 

candidate to become the Consortium Fellow for that Module. Ideally, the paper 

topics should be loosely aligned with the year’s UC overall theme (see Section 

V). But we are open, so long as the topics address UC themes and issues. The 

UC faculty leaders and Principals must receive student abstracts and select their 

visiting-student candidate well in advance of the Module (at least two months), 

so that they can share their decisions with the UC Headquarters (which makes all 

travel plans) and, of course, the host-institution, which will identify courses and 

educational opportunities for that Fellow throughout the Consortium Module 

week.  

ii. What are Consortium Fellows’ obligations? In exchange for an all-expenses 

paid opportunity for immersion, learning and research, the visiting students have 

the following duties:  

1. Prior to the trip, Consortium Fellows must:  

a. Contact the UC headquarters immediately after winning the Consortium 

Fellowship in order to supply name, birthday and passport number so 

that travel arrangements can be made;  

b. Contact the host-university several weeks in advance to help organize 

the student-led webinar at the host institution; remain in contact with 

the UC Headquarters before, during, and after the trip to avoid 

misunderstandings and ensure all goes to plan; 

c. Send his/her abstract of topic/paper to UC headquarters to be posted on 

website; 

d. Prepare to write a blog contribution for the UC website which is due 

after the Module. The posting could pertain to the UC Fellow’s topic or 

any other issue relevant to the Euro-Atlantic area. It could be about a 

new or striking idea from the Module.   

2. During the trip, Consortium Fellows are expected to: 

a. Attend all UC events during the Module week, including lectures by 

Visiting Lecturer, as well as relevant host-institution classes, where 

permitted;  

b. Animate discussion during UC events;  

c. Present their research papers/topics at the host institution’s student-led 

webinar that week (See item D just below);  

d. Dedicate time for research and interviews. 

3. Following the trip, Fellows are obliged to: 

a. Complete a post-Module UC survey; report on his/her research progress 

and indicate new ideas, information or learning as a result of the 

Module.  

b. Contribute one blog posting to the UC website on a relevant topic. Feel 
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free to include thoughts about the intellectual substance of the Module 

and/or the benefits/challenges of the experience.  

c. Submit any revisions of his/her topic abstract and send it to the UC 

headquarters, which will update his/her profile on the UC webpage.  

 

D. The Student Webinars:  

i. Webinar: These are traditional student seminars/workshops, at which all 

Consortium Fellows present research papers to host students, which also take the 

form of webinars, transmitted over the Web to fellow UC students at the five 

other institutions.  The Visiting Lecturer and the host-institution’s Principal or 

other faculty host the webinar, followed by real-time and online discussion.  

ii. Student-leaders: Before the Module week, the UC’s lead faculty or UC 

Principal at the host-institution will select a student-leader to help organize the 

Module’s student webinar. This host student will ensure that his university’s UC 

Student Webinar is well organized; s/he will learn how to use WebEx technology 

or delegate that IT task to ensure that the webinar goes online as planned; and 

s/he will make sure students are present at the webinar– both literally and 

virtually from all six universities. The better job s/he does, the greater the chance 

of being chosen as a Consortium Fellow to attend either a Module or the Annual 

Conference, or win a Joint Research Fund grant. 

iii. To encourage on-line attendance for the Student Webinars, the UC 

Administration will liaise with each respective UC student-leader before and 

during the Module’s Student Webinar to guarantee their WebEx training and full 

understanding of WebEx technology; ensure that their classmates will be present 

and on-line at their respective campuses. Finally, UC students must attend or 

listen to these webinar workshops if they want to be considered to become a 

Consortium Fellow for a Module, travel to a UC Annual Conference or win 

research monies. There is existing software available to monitor on-line 

participation.  

iv. After the Webinars, the four Consortium Fellows will be responsible for 

follow-up. This includes revising his/her abstract for posting on our website and 

completing (at the end of the week) a requisite survey, as mentioned above. The 

host and visiting faculty member will identify the student papers for possible 

presentation at the Annual Conference or, if desired by author, on our website.  

 

E. Faculty Research Period. In between teaching activities, the visiting faculty-member is 

free to pursue his/her own research agendas at the host-university or in the host-city. 

Obligatory teaching commitments and contact hours may be flexibly arranged to fit 

around the needs of the host institution and the visiting lecturer’s research/interview 

schedule.  

 

F. Student Research Period. When not attending requisite courses, lectures and seminars 

at the host institution or presenting their work at the Student Webinar, the four 

Consortium Fellows are free to pursue their own research agendas at the host institution 
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and in the host city. The point of the Consortium Module is not only to immerse the 

visiting Fellows in the intellectual culture of the host institution, stimulating him/her to 

investigate and understand other perspectives from direct or primary sources, but also to 

facilitate the student’s own research. At the end of the Module, each Fellow is requested 

to justify to the host-institution and the UC Administration how s/he spent time, what 

interviews were conducted and how s/he furthered his research objectives. 

 

G. Schedule: The seven-day Module is repeated twice a year (fall and spring during the 

academic year) with different configurations of visiting faculty, students and host 

universities over the two years.  (The first Module is scheduled to take place at 

Columbia University from the 5
th

 to the 12
th

 of November 2015; the second Module is 

scheduled to run at the Davis Center at Harvard University from the 6
th

 to the 13
th

 of 

February 2016.) In total, four Modules will foster intensive exchanges, led by four UC 

Visiting Lecturers and 16 Consortium Fellows from all six universities over two years. 

Individually, each Module will enable UC Fellows from five different universities across 

three different regions to engage with each other over Euro-Atlantic issues – all while 

giving them the added bonus of private research time, as well. Crowning our two 

Modules per year, an Annual Conference combines UC Principals, faculty and selected 

students together with policy-oriented elites to add policy-relevancy.  

 

6.2 Annual Conferences. Annual Conferences take place among our six institutions in 

coordination with the European Leadership Network (ELN), comprised of policy elites, 

officials or law-makers and think-tank members from all three regions. Those invited will 

include UC Principals, UC Advisors, involved faculty, selected students, post-docs, ELN 

elites and local think-tank elites. The Annual Conference moves each year to one of our three 

geographic regions: the first two years are planned for Moscow (mid-September 2016) and 

New York (March 2017). (The provisional timing of these two conferences may not be ideal, 

but in no way complicates our substantive agenda; pre-existing engagements for our host-

conference institutions and conflicting academics calendars require that we remain flexible in 

terms of scheduling in order to accommodate our member-institutions’ needs.) 

 

The purpose of each conference is: 1) to integrate and showcase our intellectual work that 

year, including published, posted or publishable work, regarding our annual theme; 2) to draw 

conclusions about our annual theme; 3) and in light of those conclusions, to consider 

implications for Russia-West (and EU-US) relations going forward – especially how to foster 

greater Russia-West opportunities for cooperation around common interests; 4) to create 

serious opportunities for exposure, immersion and dialogue between scholars and students 

across all three regions; and 5) to help ‘bridge the gap’ between scholars and policy-

makers/policy elites. On this last point, the invited elites from the ELN and local think-tanks 

will gain exposure to students and faculty from UC member universities and receive short 

memos and policy-relevant articles written by academics and select students. It is hoped that 

such interactions will inspire written output, in the form of articles, blog-posts or other 
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research. Our conferences will also help strengthen relations between our respective 

universities more generally.  

 

If possible, at either the beginning or the end of the Annual Conference, the Principals have 

agreed to engage in a short (and possibly closed) Expert Panel – a roundtable discussion on a 

given theme. That theme will be suggested by a sub-group of Principals, the PI and UC 

Administrator several months in advance, and will then be presented to entire UC Board 

(including Principals and Advisors) for approval. On the basis of these discussions, we will 

strongly encourage op-eds or web-posted discussions and debates, including on the UC 

website. 

 

At some point during the Annual Conference, the Principals will hold a Consortium Board 

Meeting to assess progress, identify problems, discuss future strategy, evaluate our 

substantive work, and advance new information dissemination plans.  

 

Finally, at the beginning or conclusion of each Annual Conference, we will take advantage of 

the fact that the UC Principals are in one location in order to hold a ‘Policy Briefing’ to 

policy-elites, officials or law-makers on a particular topic related to Euro-Atlantic problems. 

(As for topic selection, a sub-group consisting of two Principals, the PI and UC Administrator 

will propose a topic well in advance, and all members of the UC Board [including Principals 

and Advisors] will then discuss and approve it.) For the first year’s Annual Conference, 

scheduled to take place in Moscow, we would aim to give the ‘Policy Briefing’ at a high-

profile Russian official institution or think tank. The second Annual Conference is planned 

for New York. At the end of that conference, the ‘Policy Briefing’ is planned for Washington 

DC, either at a think tank or an official venue. If feasible, US officials and law-makers will be 

invited to attend.  

 

6.3 Internal University Lecture and Seminar Program 

This program focuses on strengthening the internal capacity of each member-university to 

address the UC’s collective intellectual agenda and contribute to our mutual end-goals. Each 

institution invites a series of local or foreign academics (from public and private universities) 

or practitioners to campus (two to five, depending on costs) to speak explicitly about Euro-

Atlantic problems and issues of concern to the area. In addition, the program features internal 

student-workshops (ideally twice per year) to help UC students with their work, especially 

Consortium Fellows who need to present their work at the student webinar during a Module.  

 

Our Internal University Lecture and Seminar Program seeks to:  

a) Encourage student and faculty interest in problems of concern to the entire Euro-Atlantic 

area in order to offset the recent decline in students’ selection of these issues for study. 

b) Strengthen the intellectual bank of knowledge and serious thinking within each institution 

about Euro-Atlantic issues in order to augment the intellectual contributions to the UC from 

each university-member.  

c) Create synergy between the intra-institutional work and inter-institutional work. Similarly, 
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it seeks to create an intellectual echo for the work done between universities – an echo that 

reverberates across interested departments and disciplines. 

6.4 Joint-Research Fund: This fund is meant to inspire, encourage and develop any inter-

regional research ideas/projects between UC members (faculty or students) that emerge from 

our numerous exchanges. It will enable either students or faculty within the UC to meet 

outside of formal gatherings to develop joint-research projects with the explicit goal of 

publication or on-line posting. The fund also hopes to encourage small working clusters 

linking students and faculty (among and within Consortium institutions) who wish to 

collaborate on specific themes.  

 

Any interested candidates should send a proposal to their institution’s Principal, who will then 

discuss the applications with the Principal Investigator (PI). Then, in keeping with the 

collective nature of our leadership, all Principals and the PI will jointly decide on the 

recipients of these funds during a quarterly Board meeting conference calls or via email vote. 

7 Output and information dissemination 
We encourage all forms of information dissemination, publication and collaboration, including:   

 

1. Website, blogs, social networking: The Consortium website is an important dimension of its 

activities. Housed on the St Antony’s College website on the Russian and Eurasian Studies 

Centre page, it has links to all our UC member-institutions. We strongly encourage students 

and faculty in our UC network to post on our private blog. (As a minimum, UC Fellows and 

Visiting Lecturers are obliged to post blog contributions after every Module; UC faculty are 

asked to post on the blog once a semester, at least.)  In addition, social media platforms are 

also important for us, helping to inform our network and maintain dialogue among our 

members across regions. 

2. Writing partnerships that emerge from contact and dialogue within the Consortium are 

strongly encouraged, especially given the added incentive of possible travel funding through 

the Joint-Research Fund. Any students or faculty who wins funding for joint research or 

writing partnership is expected to produce writing for traditional means of publication and/or 

web-posting. One idea for such a partnership would be for Russian and EU/US advanced 

students or two inter-regional faculty members to write an article on a common theme or as a 

debate between them, and for these to be published in Western and/or Russian journals. 

Alternatively, we could seek to publish their two perspectives in Western and Russian 

newspapers. 

3. Publications: We will promote publications that emerge from working and meeting together 

in the Consortium, including the work of individual participants whether as 

essays/reports/articles organized under the auspices of the Consortium or by using the 

Consortium as a sounding board and critic of work being done by students and faculty in and 

outside the Consortium. Disseminating publishable material would be possible through 

dedicated webpage on the St Antony’s website (with links to all member institutions). More 

specifically, we aim for at least two high quality, well-researched articles (in journals or 
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online) by our entire pool of faculty regarding some aspect of the project’s substantive agenda 

and enhanced by UC exchanges and research trips. Though the UC blog (mentioned above) 

are not publications per se, we aim for more scholarly online discussion. 

4. University Consortium network of students and faculty Creating a dedicated, ongoing UC 

network is extremely important to our mission and will assist in the gradual formation of a 

UC identity. Becoming a Consortium Fellow means joining our network of students and 

faculty, who build bridges to each other through engagement, immersion and constructive 

dialogue, even when disagreeing and despite our growing differences. We hope students will 

begin including ‘Member of the University Consortium’ in their by-lines and CVs.  

8 Governance Structure of the University Consortium  
St Antony’s College’s Russian and Eurasian Studies Centre at the University of Oxford is 

the UC’s home base. As a leading academic institution highlighting area studies within a 

traditional interdisciplinary environment, St Antony’s also offers a central, balancing location 

between our three regions. 

 Principal Investigator: Dr Julie Newton, St Antony’s College, University of Oxford  

 Senior Advisors:  Professor Robert Legvold, Columbia University; Dr Alex Pravda, St           

           Antony’s College  

 Advisor: Sir Rodric Braithwaite, Former UK Ambassador to the USSR 

 Principals: 

1) Professor Roy Allison, St Antony’s College, Director, Russian and Eurasian Studies 

Centre 

2) Professor Alex Cooley, Director, Harriman Institute, Columbia University, with Ryan 

Kreider (Assistant Director, HI) and Alla Rachkov (Associate Director, HI) 

3) Professor Tim Colton, The Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies at Harvard 

 University, with Prof Rawi Abdelal (Director, Davis Center) and Dr Alexandra 

Vacroux (Executive Director, Davis Center) 

4) Dr Julie Newton, St Antony’s College, Visiting Fellow; Associate Professor, American 

University of Paris 

5) Dr Alex Pravda, St Antony’s College, Senior Research Fellow 

6) Professor Dr Klaus Segbers, Director, Center of Global Politics, Freie Universität, with 

Cosima Glahn, Center for Global Politics 

7) Dr Andrey Sushentsov, Associate Professor, Moscow State Institute of International 

Relations (MGIMO) 

8) Dr Dmitry Suslov, Deputy Director for Studies at the Center for Comprehensive 

European and International Studies of the School of World Economy and International 

Affairs, National Research University-Higher School of Economics (HSE) 
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9 CONTACT US! 
Contact your UC Principal or UC Faculty representative at your member institution. 

or 

Dr Julie Newton, Principal Investigator 

The University Consortium  

St Antony’s College 

Russian and Eurasian Studies Centre 

University of Oxford, OXFORD, OX2 6JF 

julie.newton@sant.ox.ac.uk 

 

For all administration and logistical questions: 

Programme Coordinator: malcolm.spencer@sant.ox.ac.uk  

 

mailto:JULIE.NEWTON@SANT.OX.AC.UK
mailto:malcolm.spencer@sant.ox.ac.uk


 APPENDIX 1     THE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM    MODULE AND ANNUAL CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 

 

 

      

 

    YR 1 

 

 

 

 

Location Faculty Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 

Fall 2015: Columbia 

(7-14th Nov)  

HSE Oxford Harvard Freie MGIMO 

Winter/Spr 2016: 

Davis Ctr at Harvard 

(6-14th Feb) 

MGIMO Columbia Freie HSE Oxford 

First year Annual Conference:  MGIMO & HSE, Moscow (mid-September 2016)  

Location Faculty Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 

Fall 2016: Freie Harvard HSE Columbia Oxford Freie 

Spring/summer 

2017:HSE/MGIMO 

Oxford Freie Harvard MGIMO or HSE Columbia 

      Second Year Annual Conference: NYC, Columbia University (March 2017) 

YR 2 

YR 1 

 
 YR 2 


